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Petitioner, Washington Veneer Corporation, pre-

sents a short reply memorandum directed to the brief

for respondent, Federal Trade Commission. We feel

that such reply memorandum is necessary in view of



the fact that there are erroneous statements, both of

fact and law, contained in respondent's brief.

1. On page 21 of respondent's brief, the attorneys

for the Commission question petitioner's good faith

in bringing this matter for review to the United

States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. Such

statement is uncalled for. The petitioners are merely

exercising their right to a court review of the Com-

mission's entry of the Cease and Desist Order, which

they have a perfect right to do.

Counsel for the Commission need not act surprised

at the taking of such an appeal by the petitioners.

This, for the reason that each of the petitioners in

their answers expressly reserved the right of a hear-

ing with oral argument and the filing of briefs be-

fore the Commission as to what order, if any, should

be issued upon the facts which were admitted in the

answer and further reserved the right in said an-

swers to review the same in the Circuit Court of

Appeals and/or the Supreme Court of the United

States. We object to the inference of lack of good

faith or breach of an agreement not to appeal.

2. On pages 23 and 24, counsel for the Commission

make statements concerning the history and progress

of this case which are not supported by the printed

transcript of the record. They cite as authority for

such statements a typewritten transcript of the re-

porter which was neither made a part of the record

nor a copy thereof served on any of the petitioners.

The court reporter's transcript of meetings or hear-
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ings was not made part of the transcript of the record

in this United States Court of Appeals and therefore

is not properly a part of the record and reference to

the same or quotations from it are improper and

should be disregarded by this court.

Likewise counsel for the Commission have attached

to the back of their brief, Appendix A, a memoran-

dum proposing disposition, which again is not part

of the printed transcript of record. If counsel wished

to have certain documents or court reporter's rec-

ords included in the transcript of record they should

have designated the same and had it included therein.

Failing to do so, however, the same is not part of the

record and cannot be considered by this court in con-

nection with the appeal.

3. Counsel for the Commission have devoted twenty

pages of their brief in an effort to support their

claimed proposition that they may rely upon a pre-

sumption of guilt in lieu of sustaining the burden of

proof which would naturally rest upon them under the

general denial contained in the answers of petitioners.

Respondent's arguments in this respect are basically

unsound.

Respondent's amended complaint was issued May

19, 1949 (Tr. 35) and alleges violations by the vari-

ous petitioners "for a substantial portion of the pe-

riod of time since prior to January, 1936" (Tr. 51).

This petitioner and others in their answers admit

violations ''for a substantial part of the period be-

tween May, 1935 to August 1, 1941, and not other-

wise and except to the extent of such admission denies



all of the material allegations of fact set forth in the

amended complaint * * *" (Tr. 78).

No testimony of any kind was taken.

Respondent's counsel, page 22 of their brief, refer

to petitioner's self-serving declarations in its answer.

Petitioner's general denial in its answer is improperly

labeled by respondent's counsel as a "self-serving dec-

laration." By petitioner's denying any violations sub-

sequent to August 1, 1941, counsel for respondent had

the burden of proof of submitting evidence to sustain

the allegations of the amended complaint. No evidence

of any kind was submitted to prove any violations

by this petitioner or other petitioners subsequent to

August 1, 1941. Counsel for the respondent failed to

sustain the burden of proof cast upon it by the law

and cannot now complain of their own failure.

It must be remembered that the petitioners did not

set forth in their answers any affimartive matter nor

did they set forth an affirmative defense which would

have put upon them the burden of proof of sustaining

such affirmative defense. On the contrary petitioners

admitted violations up to August 1, 1941, and not

otherwise which constitutes nothing more than a gen-

eral denial as to any violations subsequent to August

1, 1941, and places upon respondent the burden of

proof of sustaining the allegations of its amended

complaint. Respondent failed to sustain its burden

of proof.

Even the rules of practice for the Federal Trade

Commission as amended to March 1, 1951, places the



burden of proof upon the respondent in this case.

Rule 18(a) reads in part as follows::

"Counsel supporting the complaint shall have
the general burden of proof and the proponent
of any factual proposition shall be required to

sustain the burden of proof with reference

thereto."

This Rule 18(a) (Title 15, U.S.C.A., page 143)

places the burden of proof upon counsel supporting

the complaint. Petitioner herein put forward no af-

firmative factual propositions but merely entered its

general denial as to any violation subsequent to Au-

gust 1, 1941.

The cases cited by respondent commencing at the

bottom of page 31 of their brief to support the theory

that a conspiracy once shown is presumed to continue

until the contrary is shown has been analyzed by us.

Some of the cases cited do make such a statement

but a careful reading of those cases will show that

they are not applicable or are not in point with the

facts of the present case. In the cases cited, counsel

in support of the complaint had sustained the bur-

den of proof in showing a conspiracy existed during

the period of time in queston. In these cases there

was evidence and proof to sustain the burden of proof

cast up the attorneys in support of the complaint.

In the present case there was no evidence or proof of

any kind of any violation subsequent to August 1,

1941, and consequently counsel in support of the com-

plaint have not sustained their burden of proof.

Counsel in support of the complaint attempt to

segregate and divide petitioner's answer by using that
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part which admits violations prior to August 1, 1941,

for their own use and declaring as a self-serving

statement the general denial set forth in such answer

as to any violations subsequent to August 1, 1941.

This respondent cannot do under the authorities. Ban-

croft's Code Pleading, Volume 1, page 635, Section

436, reads as follows:

"In construing an admission in a pleading the

whole thereof must be taken together. It must be

taken as an entirety and any qualifying clauses

included in it. Moreover, admissions must be con-

strued in the light of the context of the whole

pleading.''

Again in Bancroft's Code Pleading, Section 694,

page 976, it is stated:

'Inasmuch as a general denial has the effect

of putting in issue every material allegation con-

stituting the cause of action alleged, it casts

upon the plaintiff the burden of establishing by
his evidence the presence of every element of it

and hence his right to recover; and this burden

continues to the close of the case. It puts the

plaintiff upon proof of all the facts necessary to

entitle him to recover, and not merely of every

fact alleged but all implications and conclusions

arising out of those facts."

4. Counsel for respondent on page 37 of their brief

have set forth a quotation from the case Eugene Dietz-

gen Co. v. Federal Trade Commission, 142 F. (2d) 321,

but have omitted from the very center of such quota-

tion the following pertinent words:

"Ordinarily the Commission should enter no
order where none is necessary. This practice

should include cases where the unfair practice

has been discontinued."



The omitted portion of the quotation is very perti-

nent to this case and it is respectfully submitted that

the omitted two sentences are determinative of this

case. There is no evidence in this record of any viola-

tion occurring or continuing after Aug-ust 1, 1941.

The presumption is against an unlawful act rather

than its existence. Respondent was content to submit

this proceeding upon the pleadings only and without

evidence with the pertinent part of the pleading con-

taining a very precisely worded and specifically quali-

fied admission that certain facts existed up to and not

later than August 1, 1941, and specifically stating

that those facts did not exist after that date. Re-

spondent at that time made the deliberate choice of

proceeding under that exact record. Respondent would

now gratuitously breathe into the record an assump-

tion that something exists which the record shows was

precisely and absolutely denied and must be taken

in this record as non-existent. Respondent's order can-

not be justified by assumptions outside the record.

We, therefore, respectfully submit that on the basis

of the printed record and the authorities cited in

petitioner's opening and reply brief, this court should

enter its decree setting aside the cease and desist order

as entered by the Federal Trade Commission.

Respectfully submitted,

Skeel, McKelvy, Henke, Evenson & Uhlmann,

W. E. Evenson,

WiLLARD E. Skeel,

Attorneys for Petitioner,

Washington Veneer Corporation.
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